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Theoretical basis:
Most of science today uses thinking models, methodologies and explanations adapted to the causative
realm. Time, space, quantity etc are parameters of this realm. Thus, scientific laws are established based
on this underlying model. In one way or another, this model originates in the Cartesian division of the
world. The universe is viewed as a mechanical system composed of elementary parts; the human body is
seen as a machine…… This paradigm has dominated our culture for several hundred years. The new
paradigm that is now emerging is holistic; the world is seen as a whole rather than a sum of dissociated
parts.
In bio-energetic medicine we are confronted with undeniable facts which are not understood within the
preconceptions of causation in current science because they belong to what Kiran Schmidt PhD, (the
inventor of Co-Re Inergetix,) calls the synchronistic realm in the Co-Re Model.
These realms, the causation and the synchronicity, are not separated, but complementary. The frequency
of coincidences is not meaningless but shows something about the underlying connection of two or more
things. The Co-Re Model comprises both realms. The use of only one of them may reduce the
understanding of many phenomena.
The synchronistic realm is where we experience how and to what degree things are connected apart from
causation. When we can detect an increasing number of coinciding patterns during the analysis of patient
X and remedy Y we consider this as an indication of connection between the two.
According to Kiran Schmidt PhD, illness starts in the synchronistic realm (just like healing); it first
appears in flashes at quite unpredictable intervals then, over time, symptoms become more regular and
predictable at which point many causative effects eg high blood pressure are superimposed and the case is
already more difficult to reverse.
The concept of causality is so intimately linked to the concept of time and space that we assume generally
that effects which appear instantaneously over large distances with something else or that effects which
come before the “cause” have no causal relationship and we call them either paranormal, just coincidental
or simply unrelated.
The Co-Re Model creates the possibility for the systematic study of such phenomena by adding to the
common realm of time and space dependant phenomena, termed, ‘causality space’, that of time and space
invariant phenomena which Kiran Schmidt PhD calls information or coincidental space.
There are, generally speaking, two areas in science. In one, causative forces and laws predominate, in the
other apparent unpredictability. The first is governed by the known laws like that of “the preservation of
the momentum”, the other by the laws of synchronicity.
Most activities in life are governed by inertia and are much more predictable, but also most of our
impulses try to maintain this sense of determination and security. This applies to our thinking and
emotional life; this is the realm in which we are governed by the laws of cause and effect. The other is
the realm where our mind or habitual emotions have come to a sudden halt and it becomes unpredictable
in which direction they will move next. These are the states which mechanically we try to avoid as much
as possible, but this is the state in which we are governed by the “Laws of Synchronicity”. We can expect
any particular movement to be governed by the “Laws of Synchronicity” when the system is in a very
labile state and protected from as many causative forces as possible. For Kiran Schmidt, a Random Event
Generator (REG), a pendulum, a tensor, an EDS point probe (eg vega testing) are just such instruments
which fill these requirements.
To describe what we observe, we have to assume two complementary realms, both having their particular
laws. Established science so far has almost exclusively focused on the realm in which it had to eliminate
any apparent random effects, either by theory, experimental set-up or both. To study the other realm we
have to develop techniques, something Kiran has already done, to correlate the coincidences.

Practical Applications of the Co-Re System
All this is pointing out some important implications for Energetic Medicine. Co-Re is not so much about
a new device, method or recipe but it is a new general model, a kind of master key to create
understanding which is why it is not so easily explained. Based on the Co-Re Model we can have new
insight in the role of randomness, uncertainty, healing crisis and intent for the purpose of energetic
medicine.
There are four levels of healing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Structural level
Biochemical level
Energetic Level
Informational level

(bones, muscles, tissues etc)
(cells, microbiology, body chemistry etc)
(electricity, light, sound, heat, magnetism etc)
(pure symbol)

These four levels are interconnected and interdependent.
modalities, possibilities and limitations.

Each level has its own laws, treatment

Although the Co-Re system is not considered to be a medical device, on all four levels it can help to
evaluate and to rebalance the body’s organs and systems, restore homeostasis and help healing and
energetic balance. It is a truly holistic approach to health and disease and represents the most
advanced biofeedback through bio-resonance technology.
The relationship between the informational, energetic, biochemical and physical planes has been
recognised and described by many ancient traditions, but it is only recently that it has been approached
scientifically. This technology permits investigation of the informational level based on bio-resonance
and reveals holographically the general context of resonances on the physical and emotional planes. The
informational plane is outside the time and space reality, so the history of the problem investigated is
included in the holographic image of the present situation. Recent investigations by scientific researchers
show that physical processes and structures apparently without connection are synchronised time/space
independent. This is possible because each process and structure is a holographic representation of a
much bigger informational plane, i.e. it contains more information than just about itself only and this also
explains the principle of Co-Re Inergetix’s evaluation system.
The results obtained with the Co-Re Inergetix System are highly sophisticated and reproducible. Its
highly precise radionic emission as well as energetic therapy based on Rife and Clarke
frequencies
and the patient’s specific frequencies place this system above other similar systems.
The addition of 1100 pre-programmed frequencies as well as specific frequencies for the patient
investigated through information obtained by bio-feedback from the organism and the use of the plasma
generator, sound and electricity make the Co-Re Inergetix System the most advanced in the world.
The light, sound and electromagnetic field are used as carriers for the transmission of specific information
strictly characteristic for each organism. Therefore the exceptional technology of this new system
includes not only the use of the ‘informational level’ but also directs the information where it is needed
through known physical factors.

The Co-Re System can be used to evaluate food intolerance/allergy, nutritional analysis,
vitamins/minerals/herbal remedies, enzymes/antioxidants/amino acids/fatty acids needed,
origin of toxins, hormonal imbalances and resonance to viruses/bacteria/parasites. The
original system contains information about more than 20,000 remedies. The additions
made by Robert Davidson, UK’s famous homeopath, increased the database by 320
subgroups to a total of 37,633 items making it an exceptional and highly sophisticated tool
opening new and unexpected possibilities.

